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Abstract
Quantitative Systems Pharmacology (QSP) modeling is increasingly applied in the pharmaceutical industry to influence

decision making across a wide range of stages from early discovery to clinical development to post-marketing activities.

Development of standards for how these models are constructed, assessed, and communicated is of active interest to the

modeling community and regulators but is complicated by the wide variability in the structures and intended uses of the

underlying models and the diverse expertise of QSP modelers. With this in mind, the IQ Consortium conducted a survey

across the pharmaceutical/biotech industry to understand current practices for QSP modeling. This article presents the

survey results and provides insights into current practices and methods used by QSP practitioners based on model type and

the intended use at various stages of drug development. The survey also highlights key areas for future development

including better integration with statistical methods, standardization of approaches towards virtual populations, and

increased use of QSP models for late-stage clinical development and regulatory submissions.
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Introduction

It has been over a decade since QSP modeling was for-

mally proposed as a new paradigm in model-driven drug

discovery and development [1]. The integration of mech-

anistic systems models with pharmacology modeling pro-

mised a unique means of relating target and disease biology

with drug pharmacology. In that time, numerous examples

of preclinical [2] and clinical applications [3] have been

demonstrated and the field continues to grow and mature.

Indeed, the FDA has highlighted QSP and mechanism-

based models as a component of the Model Informed Drug

Development (MIDD) Pilot Program [4] and has reported

the increased use of QSP in regulatory submissions [5, 6].

As we look forward to the next decade, we envision that

continued maturation of the field and successful applica-

tions of QSP modeling will benefit from community con-

sensus on best practices, as has been observed within the

field of physiologically based pharmacokinetic (PBPK)

modeling [7, 8].

Given the myriad of potential uses as well as the dif-

ferent types of models that can be applied (e.g. ordinary

differential equations, agent based, etc.), understanding

how these models are evaluated and assessed is of critical

importance [9]. While the general process of fitting the

model to a set of data (calibration) and checking against a

dataset not used for fitting (qualification/validation) is

typical [3], the details and metrics by which to conclude a

model is suitable for its intended purpose can vary con-

siderably, especially when considering factors such as data

availability, data quality, model’s intended use, knowledge

of relevant biology, and model complexity. For example,

the approach to model qualification may differ depending

on how much data is available at the clinical and/or pre-

clinical level. The quality of the available data may also

necessitate different standards for assessment as data con-

sidered to be of poor quality in some situations may be

considered gold standard in others. Perhaps most impor-

tantly, greater rigor may be necessary for higher risk

applications (such as pipeline or regulatory decisions) than

for lower risk applications (such as predicting a result that

will be verified clinically).

Model assessment is critical for stakeholders to correctly

interpret simulation results. These stakeholders typically

come from multi-disciplinary fields, both technical and

non-technical, which can result in differing expectations

for what may be considered a qualified model. At one

extreme, some stakeholders may be satisfied with being

shown model fits to many datasets. More technical stake-

holders may require rigorous quantitative analyses such as

cross-validation, cross-species translation, sensitivity

analysis (local or global), virtual populations, or confidence

interval criteria for estimated parameters. Consequently,

there is a need for a standardized framework to effectively

communicate factors that may impact the use and inter-

pretation of QSP modeling so that all stakeholders can have

confidence that the model is suitable for its intended

purpose.

Methods

To gain an understanding of current approaches towards

assessment of QSP models, an industry survey was con-

ducted with the support of the International Consortium for

Innovation and Quality in Pharmaceutical Development

(IQ, www.iqconsortium.org), a not-for-profit organization

of pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies with a

mission of advancing science and technology to augment

the capability of member companies to develop transfor-

mational solutions that benefit patients, regulators and the

broader research and development community. The survey

was conceived and constructed by the authors, all of whom

are experienced QSP modelers in the pharmaceutical

industry. The aim of the survey was to collect and analyze

responses from individual QSP practitioners, to understand

current practices, and to identify gaps for future directions.

The survey results presented here are accompanied by

insights and interpretations by the authors.

The survey reached out to individual modelers at small

and large biotech/pharma companies. Questions were

grouped into the four categories proposed by Ramanujan

et. al. to accommodate a flexible approach to QSP model

evaluation: Biology, Implementation, Simulations, and

Robustness [10]. To limit confusion, the definition for QSP

shared with survey responders was a mathematical model

that represents a biological system relevant to pathophys-

iology and treatment. This encompasses a set of mathe-

matical equations that represent biological processes

relevant to mechanisms of a disease and pharmacological

intervention that connect molecular and cellular level

processes to measurable biomarker and clinical outcomes.

QSP models can vary significantly in how they represent

key pathophysiology and clinical outcomes, from simpler

mechanistic models to establish PK/PD relationships, to

mechanistic models that explore complex drug behaviors,

to full-scale platform models of disease. For completeness,

all types are considered in this survey. The terms calibra-

tion, training, validation, testing, qualification, and verifi-

cation are often used interchangeably by modelers and can

cause confusion. For the survey, calibration/training was

defined to be the process of reproducing required behav-

iors. By contrast validation/testing refers to the prediction

of behaviors. Data used in the objective function to arrive

at model parameterization is therefore calibration data.
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Data that the model can match without being explicated

calibrated to is validation data. Qualification is synony-

mous with validation/testing and verification is related to

reproducibility.

No information was disclosed to member companies

that could identify the survey taker, partners (e.g. compa-

nies, contractors, vendors, universities, or other collabora-

tors), or other proprietary information. Due to its novelty as

a field, QSP practitioners may work in a range of depart-

ments. Because of this, surveys were distributed to a rep-

resentative of each member company who was instructed

to give the survey to individual QSP modelers within their

respective company, regardless of departmental affiliation.

The goal was to secure the broadest possible coverage of

modelers within companies known to be practicing QSP.

The survey, consisting of 59 questions in total (see Sup-

plemental Material for summarized survey results to indi-

vidual questions), was taken by 88 QSP modelers from 23

companies. No attempt was made to consolidate answers

within a company to limit any possible company-specific

bias. Nonetheless, individual responses, while providing

more data points from which to make inferences, may be

inherently biased if groups of QSP modelers within a

company did not submit responses on time or were inad-

vertently overlooked.

Survey results

Demographics

To provide the opportunity for dissecting context in the

survey results, demographic questions were asked to

understand the background and experience of the survey

taker, their role in their organization, and the ways in which

they apply QSP modeling. The latter assessed the phases of

development and therapeutic areas where QSP models are

used, how QSP work is done, the type of models used, and

the forums where simulation results are communicated.

The educational background of the survey respondents

was mostly in engineering, computational biology, and

mathematics (Fig. 1a). Notably, there were few respon-

dents with backgrounds in conventional pharmacometrics

modeling or statistics which was consistent with a previous

survey focused on preclinical QSP [2]. Most respondents

(75 out of 88) had work experience in large pharmaceutical

companies while 14 out of 88 had experience working with

modeling CROs. With respect to experience with the

implementation and/or oversight of QSP modeling, the

bulk of modeler’s experience lies within large pharma and

small CROs (Fig. 1b). Most QSP modelers are individual

contributors (Supplemental Material, Q4) and have used or

managed 2–10 models over the last two years of their work

(Supplemental Material, Q9). With respect to QSP model

development activities, the majority are conducted with

internal resources, though there is a clear role for CROs,

with some who outsource all QSP work (Supplemental

Material, Q6). Most QSP work is presented to project

teams (87% of respondents answered ‘‘usually’’ or ‘‘al-

ways’’) and within modeling departments (75% answered

‘‘usually’’ or ‘‘always’’). Less than 30% of survey

responders routinely (answered ‘‘usually’’ or ‘‘always’’)

present their QSP work at external conferences (Fig. 1c or

Supplemental Material Q8), which likely presents chal-

lenges for the community to coalesce around standard

procedures. This may, in part, reflect standard business

practices to protect the intellectual property and competi-

tive insights of early discovery and preclinical programs.

While 28 respondents indicated that their QSP work does

not make it to regulatory discussions, 44 did report at least

some interactions with regulators.

Most respondents primarily work on QSP models, but

many have some experience with other modeling activities,

particularly semi-mechanistic PK/PD models (Fig. 1d or

Supplemental Material Q11). Survey takers were asked to

characterize the QSP models most frequently used and

reference this choice to answer the remaining questions in

the survey, anticipating that model type would be infor-

mative to understand current model assessment practices:

30 respondents predominantly used mechanistic models to

establish PK/PD relationships, 26 respondents predomi-

nantly used mechanistic models to explore complex drug

behaviors and 32 respondents predominantly used platform

models of disease. It is recognized that QSP models exist

on a continuum between these three discrete categories and

that there is a degree of subjectivity in how each respon-

dent interpreted the definitions, especially those of complex

mechanistic models and disease models. For the purposes

of the interpretation provided here-in, complex mechanistic

models are generally considered to include extended biol-

ogy or pharmacology beyond PK/PD relationships while

platform models of disease are a superset of that definition

that additionally include tissue and/or disease processes

that are often drug-independent. Examples of the latter

include models for asthma [11], inflammatory bowel dis-

ease [12], nonalcoholic fatty liver disease [13], and calcium

and bone homeostasis [14].

The therapeutic areas where QSP models are applied

show consistency with a previous survey [2] except for a

noticeable increase in models applied towards infectious

disease (Supplemental Material, Q7). This may reflect the

more recent efforts to address challenges associated with

COVID-19 [15]. Most QSP projects are done in the pre-

clinical-Phase 1-Phase 2 space (Supplemental Material,

Q7). Indeed, a role for QSP models has been proposed for

designing FIH trials [16] and encouraged by the EMA for
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translational research [17]. Late phase applications, on the

other hand, are somewhat sparse. Acceptance of QSP

models by stakeholders in early development may be

facilitated by an understanding that there is much uncer-

tainty and less patient data available, if at all, for more

traditional empirical methods. QSP model simulations in

this setting provide an objective approach to consolidate

preclinical data and current understanding of the disease to

inform decision-making. By contrast, for typical late phase

applications, QSP models may be perceived as having little

advantage over conventional pharmacometrics models and

statistical analyses when the modeling purpose is data

characterization or statistical hypothesis testing. However,

applications in late phase do exist where QSP models, due

to their mechanistic nature, may be relevant including:

evaluating combination strategies, straight-to-Phase 3 sce-

narios in a new indication, exploring efficacy in patient

sub-populations or a population not studied in Phase 2, or

design of post-marketing studies [18].

Dose selection and competitive differentiation are cur-

rently the most notable uses for QSP models, consistent

with the prevalence of applications in the preclinical-Phase

1-Phase 2 space (Supplemental Material, Q10). This sup-

ports the notion that informing dose selection in the first

patient study may be a primary application for QSP, similar

to how drug-drug interaction (DDI) assessment is an

influential and widely used application of PBPK [19].

Indeed, many of the examples presented at a recent ISOP/

FDA scientific exchange were focused on dose decisions

[3]. Evaluating combination strategy is another natural

utilization for QSP models as indicated by the survey

(Supplemental Material, Q10) since a well-developed QSP

model can account for biology-based ‘‘combination

effects’’ [20]. When there are a large number of potential

combinations, QSP models can be particularly useful to

prioritize candidate combinations for rational study design

and to reach patients with the best therapy as soon as

possible.

Fig. 1 Responses to selected survey questions in the Demographics

section. (a) UpSet [31, 32] plot showing the five largest categories of

respondents’ educational background (set size) and their combina-

tions (interaction size). (b) Circle graph showing work experience of

survey takers. (c) Stacked bar graph illustrating where QSP simula-

tion results are presented by survey responders. (d) Venn diagram

illustrating experience of survey takers with different types of models
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Biology

The biology section of the survey consisted of thirteen

questions covering a range of topics about the collaborative

integration of QSP modeling in a matrixed project team,

the source data used to build and inform models, and how

the results are documented and communicated to stake-

holders. The distribution of responses across four of these

questions (Fig. 2) exemplify some of the key themes that

are apparent in the results (Supplemental Material,

Q13–25).

Most respondents identified pharmacometricians, thera-

peutic area experts, and project lead/team as the key

stakeholders defining the research question to be answered

by QSP modeling (Fig. 2a). This close collaboration is

further supported by frequent interactions with project

teams, modeling colleagues, and biology experts (Supple-

mental Material, Q18–20). These answers may reflect the

roots of the QSP modeling community in the fields of

standard pharmacology (including receptor theory), phys-

iology modeling, and systems biology.

Interestingly, most respondents also noted little inter-

action with business/commercial, lifecycle management,

and statistics stakeholders. This may suggest that QSP

modeling remains less integrated into late-stage develop-

ment and is not regularly applied as a tool to inform

business/commercial activities. Additionally, responders

do not regularly apply QSP models for health authority

interactions (Fig. 1c and Supplemental Material, Q16).

These survey results suggest there are opportunities for the

QSP modeling field to extend beyond its current strengths

in drug discovery and early development.

Responses to the types of data incorporated into QSP

models revealed several insights (Fig. 2b). First, PK/PD

data are the most prevalent data type and suggests that QSP

modeling is still widely practiced as an extension to stan-

dard pharmacology modeling. This observation is consis-

tent with a previous IQ survey for preclinical QSP where it

was noted that modelers primarily work within DMPK and

translational PKPD departments [2]. Second, the reported

use of clinical data (biomarkers and endpoints) and pre-

clinical data (in vivo and in vitro) are more evenly split and

may indicate the application of QSP modeling across dis-

covery & early clinical development. Third, few respon-

ders reported using data from real-world evidence (RWE)

or genomics studies. We note the consistency between low

utilization of RWE data and the lack of engagement with

late stage or commercial stakeholders in Question 14. The

reported low use of genomics data lacks the further qual-

ifier of whether these data are generated in preclinical or

clinical studies, but we speculate that there remain

Fig. 2 Responses to selected survey questions in the Biology

section. Each plot represents the distribution of answers with respect

to the indicated frequencies (rarely, not often, sometimes, often,

usually) and is normalized to the total number of responses. (a) Q14:

Who are the stakeholders in defining your QSP question? (b) Q15:
What types of data are incorporated into your QSP models? (c) Q17:
What criteria do you use to include/exclude data? (d) Q21: What is

the process for keeping documentation during model development?
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opportunities to bridge mechanistic QSP modeling with

data science in drug discovery programs [21].

The quantitative and qualitative means by which data

are incorporated into a QSP model were addressed by

asking what criteria modelers use to include/exclude data

(Fig. 2c). We note that subjective criteria are generally

favored over more statistically robust methods. For

example, the top four answers reflect a preference to rely

upon feedback from a subject area expert, the project team,

and personal assessments of literature and related data. In

contrast, meta-analysis and confidence in the parameters

score are less favored. We speculate this survey result may

reflect the difficulty in applying rigorous statistical meth-

ods to many of the diverse types of data used for QSP

model development. This apparent preference for subjec-

tive criteria may also be consistent with QSP models being

applied in discovery and early development, where

assessment standards may not be as rigorous as in late

development. Alternatively, this may imply more confi-

dence in internally generated data, internal subject area

experts, and internal project team viewpoints, rather than

confidence in parameters and meta-analysis that must rely

on external data.

Documentation of modeling activities was addressed by

two survey questions and the contrast between them is

revealing. Survey takers were asked about the frequency at

which documentation is performed (Supplementary Infor-

mation, Q22) and nearly 90% of respondents noted that

they do so regularly or at key milestones. The responders’

selection of processes used for keeping documentation

during model development is shown in Fig. 2d. Here, there

is a clear preference for less formal documentation prac-

tices such as PowerPoint slides, comments in modeling

code or scripts, and Excel sheets for parameter values and

associated sources. More formal practices such as Elec-

tronic Laboratory Notebooks (ELN), version control sys-

tems (e.g. BitBucket), and parameter databases are reported

by a plurality (or majority) of respondents as sometimes to

rarely used. This may have implications for re-use of QSP

models (including in-licensed models; Supplemental

Material, Q24) or their application in regulated environ-

ments where documentation and traceability are required.

Finally, the skills necessary to be effective as a biology-

focused QSP modeler were surveyed (Supplemental

Material, Q25). More than 90% of respondents list disease

biology understanding, technical/mathematical under-

standing, and communication skills as very important or

essential. Underlying mastery of skills in discovery (i.e.

laboratory biology understanding) or clinical development

(i.e. clinical understanding, statistics) are not favored to the

same degree. This may reflect the collaborative nature of

QSP model development in which skilled modelers com-

municate frequently with stakeholders to build and apply

quantitative understanding and hence the value placed on

communication skills.

Notably, the responses to all questions in this section of

the survey were consistent regardless of the type of QSP

model used or the stage at which the QSP model was

applied. This observation suggests that there are no special

model type or stage-dependent considerations with respect

to the collaborative integration of QSP modeling in in

multi-disciplinary teams, the criteria used to select source

data to build and inform the models, and how the results

are documented and communicated.

Implementation

The implementation section of the survey consisted of

thirteen questions (Supplemental Material, Q27–39)

focusing on various aspects of model development and

assessment. Survey takers were asked to consider exter-

nally and internally developed models. Visualization of

responses to individual questions can be found in the

Supplementary Information, with the following results

summary focusing on key takeaways from this section of

the survey.

A majority ([ 60%) of respondents have worked with

externally developed models, but were unwilling to accept

them as a black box (81.8%), often ([ 60%) verifying them

before use and even re-implementing them (48.3%) in the

case of models coming from publications or databases

(Supplemental Material, Q27-29). This may highlight the

need for a common approach to QSP model assessment so

that modelers can readily understand how applicable pub-

lished models may be for their particular needs. Further-

more, we found that usage of externally developed models

was greater in the development phase versus discovery

(Fig. 3a). We speculate that this could reflect available

resources and timelines to invest in model qualification and

verification, which are potentially requested by regulatory

agencies.

To verify a model, respondents almost always required

the underlying mathematical equations (85.7%) with many

wanting to have access to the code as well (64.3%) (Sup-

plemental Material, Q29). Responders with lowest experi-

ence level were more likely to desire the markup language

(i.e. the model code) than those with more experience

(Fig. 3b). This may be indicative of recent trends in coding

and expectations from new modelers in the field and may

be related to a lack of clear standards for software and best

practices across the QSP field [22].

When a model was not developed by the respondents,

they found it important to assess quality of model imple-

mentation (87%) (Supplemental Material, Q33). Most

responders found it insufficient to only assess the model

diagram (55%). Interestingly, while most responders often
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(usually or always) considered accuracy (86%), maintain-

ability (61%), and organization (75%) of the code, the

speed of simulation was not assessed as often (38%).

Solver accuracy was also not often (usually or always)

assessed by the majority ([ 50%) of responders (Supple-

mental Material, Q34). This suggests that solver accuracy

and speed of simulations are likely not limiting factors to

model implementation and may imply that current soft-

ware, though varied, use mature well-established solvers

and are sufficient to meet modeler needs. Alternatively, this

answer could also reflect the diverse backgrounds and

skillsets of QSP modelers and recognize that deep under-

standing of the mathematical aspects of solver accuracy

and speed of simulations may not be fundamental

requirements for success as a modeler.

During model assessment, while local sensitivity on

specific parameters was often (usually or always) per-

formed by respondents (62%), consideration of all param-

eters or a global sensitivity analysis (GSA) were

implemented selectively with ‘‘sometimes’’ being the most

common survey answer. Global sensitivity on all parame-

ters was the least employed approach, with 46.7% of

responders from CROs never performing GSA, while

92.3% of responders from academia performed GSA to

some degree (Fig. 3c). This response is likely reflective of

the high computational demand of running GSA algorithms

and the different purpose of model development in aca-

demia versus industry (CRO). Academia may be focused

on providing a general assessment of the model, while

CROs may focus on a specific application of the model

where GSA may not be as relevant.

When employed, sensitivity analysis was often (usually

or always) leveraged by the respondents during model

development and calibration to understand model simula-

tions (67.1%), identify parameters for model calibrations

(64.6%), and understand parameter uncertainty (74.1%)

(Supplemental Material, Q38). Surprisingly, sensitivity

analysis was underutilized to prospectively design follow-

on experiments or to identify parameters for virtual popu-

lations (30%). This survey result may suggest an oppor-

tunity to use sensitivity analyses to further the adoption of

QSP models for influencing the design of preclinical

experiments. Sensitivity analysis was also underutilized in

generation of virtual populations, where biological con-

siderations were the most important parameter-selection

criteria (81.7%) (Supplemental Material, Q39).

Simulations

The simulations section of the survey (Supplemental

Material, Q40-48) focused on reproduction of behaviors

(calibration/training) and prediction of behaviors (valida-

tion/testing). Exploration of the inherent uncertainty in

QSP models and reproducibility of published simulations

were two interesting aspects that emerged which have

direct consequences for communication of simulation

results to readers and collaborators. The current approaches

to communicating uncertainty may depend on the question

of interest and context of use. To explore this, we parsed

the survey responses into those responders who spent most

of their time with a preclinical versus a clinical focus.

For respondents with a preclinical focus, visual check

(by overlaying known variability) and parameter driven

(i.e. forward simulation by sampling from estimated

parameter distributions) approaches were the most used

methods for generating a range of likely values for an

outcome (Fig. 4a). Notably, a sizeable fraction (* 16%) of

preclinical respondents answered, ‘‘I don’t– model used for

qualitative learnings’’. Perhaps this emphasizes a tradi-

tional strength of mathematical biology, deriving

Fig. 3 Deviations from selected responses in Implementation section

based on subgroup demographic differences. Ticks on the left side of

the plot define responder subgroups with number of total responders

belonging to the subgroup in parentheses. Bars represent the

difference between average response and subgroup responses.

(a) Q28: Do you use QSP models that are developed externally?

Answer: Yes (68% of all responders). Subgroup: Phase of drug

development. (b) Q29: In order to use a QSP model developed

externally, how often do you require markup language? Answer:

Always (25% of all responders). Subgroup: Modeling experience.

(c) Q37: In order to assess parameter sensitivity, how often do you use

global sensitivity analysis on all parameters? Answer: Never (30% of

all responders). Subgroup: Industry
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mechanistic insights from matching observations qualita-

tively (for example, inferring the presence of negative

feedback with delay from oscillatory data). In contrast, it

was clear that the most popular approach applied by clin-

ically focused modelers was virtual populations, perhaps

because they can be readily used to capture clinical vari-

ability in QSP model simulations (Supplemental Material,

Q44) or because they capture outputs measured in the

clinic and are thus more relatable to clinical stakeholders.

We assume that the difference between approaches to

preclinical and clinical simulation is driven by the nature of

the modeling problems, the stakes in answering them, and

the background of the modelers involved. Nevertheless, we

question whether there should be a technical difference and

whether preclinical modelers might benefit from consid-

ering more quantitative approaches, and conversely whe-

ther clinical teams could place more emphasis on

qualitative insights (for example, for biological hypothesis

generation/refutation).

Depending on the approach to capture uncertainty, and

in particular the data used to inform that approach, pub-

lished models should be more or less ‘‘fully reproducible’’,

which we define as ‘‘all published simulations should be

reproducible with code provided, and data used to derive or

estimate parameters included in a digital format’’. In par-

ticular, published results may be reproducible but the

model is not developable if constraining data is withheld

from the publication. For example, if a published model

includes a virtual population that matches unshared internal

data, a third party might adjust the model without the

knowledge that the updated model may now be inconsis-

tent with the internal data.

Across all respondents only 17% said they published all

the observations that informed the model. Over 50% said

they either do not publish or do not include all of the

observations used to inform the model. Interestingly, there

was not much difference across type of employer (Sup-

plemental Material, Q47). When the responses are broken

down by preclinical versus clinical focus, more modelers

with the preclinical focus publish all or most of the data

used to inform their model. While those with a clinical

focus are more likely to only include partial information

(Fig. 4b). This could be due to the proprietary nature of

clinical data.

The other questions in this section, which captured how

respondents devoted their time, did not yield additional

insights when parsed by preclinical/clinical focus. Visual

checks were predominantly used compared to sensitivity

analysis for validating QSP models (Supplemental Mate-

rial, Q40), which we speculate may be due to easier

interpretation by non-technical stakeholders. Confidence

intervals were typically estimated directly from experi-

mental data, rather than from models derived from the

experimental data (Supplemental Material, Q43). This

practice could have consequences for interpreting simula-

tion results since these means and confidence intervals are

often used as calibration targets. With respect to building,

fitting, validating, and using QSP models for predictions,

modelers indicated that data considerations, rather than

computational power, were of primary concern (Supple-

mental Material, Q45). This is consistent with the findings

in the implementation section that speed of simulation was

only assessed 38% of the time. Computational limitations if

they did become a challenge appear to be addressed mostly

Fig. 4 Responses to selected survey questions in the Simulation

section, filtered by respondent preclinical or clinical focus. (a) Q42:
How do you generate prediction intervals (i.e. range of likely values

for a model outcome)? (b) Q47: When you publish a QSP model do

you publish all the observations that informed the model (e.g.

proprietary pre-clinical observations that informed design decisions)?
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by parallel computing, limiting the scope of simulations,

improving code, or simply patience. Interestingly, surro-

gate models and model reduction were uncommon (Sup-

plemental Material, Q46), though recently mentioned as an

avenue towards applying models for regulatory

submissions3.

Robustness

For any model intended to inform drug discovery and

development, it is important that model robustness be

critically evaluated at each stage. Model transparency,

including details on expert knowledge and data used for

model development, has been identified elsewhere as a

major factor for robust model assessment [3]. This enables

stakeholders to understand the strengths and limitations of

these, often complex, models and to place simulation

results in the appropriate context to inform decisions. Due

to potentially large differences in the size, scope, and

overall complexity of QSP models, the methods used to

assess model robustness can be variable. The survey asked

respondents a number of questions related to their moti-

vations for characterizing robustness, which aspects of

robustness they prioritize, and how they evaluate the

robustness of their models. In addition, questions were

asked around the robustness of models as a concept to

advance scientific understanding, for example, by extend-

ing the use of a model from one application domain into

another related one. The responses were stratified by stage

in the pipeline to provide additional insight. Some ques-

tions allowed ‘write-in’ responses, where respondents

could add suggestions of their own. The survey questions

and results for this section are available in Supplementary

Information, Q49–59. The responses to five selected

questions are highlighted in Fig. 5 (the write-in responses

have been omitted).

Widespread adoption of various practices for evaluation

of QSP model robustness was observed (Fig. 5a). The

survey responses suggest that all methods: sensitivity

analysis, evaluation of predictive ability and exploration of

different model structures were used at all stages of drug

development. However, there was a trend to rely on pre-

dictive ability more in later development stages of devel-

opment. Of interest, exploration of alternate model

structures continued even at the regulatory filing and post-

marketing stages, which may reflect the iterative nature of

modeling.

Many criteria, which are not mutually exclusive, can be

used to evaluate model robustness—data reliability, model

assumptions, biology, model predictions (central tendency,

variability in response), sources of uncertainty, and clinical

variability. We asked which of these are used and how

often (Fig. 5b). Respondents reported that they most

frequently assessed robustness by evaluating model

assumptions, followed in order of declining frequency by

model predictions, biology, data reliability, clinical vari-

ability, and finally sources of variability. There did not

appear to be a single predominant technique: at least 60%

of respondents reported using all criteria ‘Usually’ or

‘Often’. We surmise that these responses reflect context of

model use and were consistent whether the QSP applica-

tion was preclinical or clinical.

Respondents were also asked whether they focus mostly

on central tendency or, in addition, on variability around

that tendency (Fig. 5c). The survey showed that at the

discovery/preclinical phases, respondents cared most about

central tendency. By contrast, at the clinical stage

respondents cared about both central tendency and vari-

ability. There was a clear progression from discovery (71%

central tendency only, 29% both) to preclinical (48%/52%)

to phase1-2 (14%/86%) to registration (3%/97%). This

could reflect the growing importance of characterizing

variability as projects move to later stages of development

and is consistent with the preferred use of virtual popula-

tions in clinical applications of QSP as indicated in Fig. 4a.

Equally, it might also reflect a lack of understanding of

how variability translates from the preclinical to the clin-

ical domain. To make an oncology-specific analogy, if we

do not understand how the variability of rodent xenograft

models translates to human clinical response, then there

may be limited utility in characterizing it in the first place.

Alternatively, modelers and stakeholders at the discovery

phase may simply not be concerned with variability and

may focus on understanding directionality or where the

central tendency is, while inherently accepting that there is

a lot of unexplained variability.

Assessment of parameter uncertainty is shown in

Fig. 5d. While most modelers did some kind of assessment,

this question in particular showed a lot of variability in the

methods being used. In addition, it led to several write-in

responses from the survey takers, including assessment of

how source data was derived, calculation of profile likeli-

hood, sensitivity analysis, use of virtual populations, con-

fidence intervals from fitting, and reported variability

between data sources. This survey result suggests a need

for standards that are flexible enough to accommodate the

myriad of use cases and contexts that QSP modelers

encounter.

Some modelers in the QSP community believe that by

investing resources in modeling the behavior of both the

biological system and a particular drug, a robust model can

be developed that is suitable to be repurposed outside its

initial area of focus. In part, this justifies the relatively high

demands of this modeling approach. Given this investment,

we expected that such re-use would be common and were

surprised, that 70% of re-used models were used no more
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than two times by any individual modeler (Fig. 5e.). This

response bears investigation into the causes, and may be

related to the interpretation of ‘‘repurpose’’ (e.g. what

percentage of the model would need to be re-used to

qualify it as ‘‘repurposed’’) and ‘‘initial area of focus’’ (e.g.

whether it refers to one disease, or one therapy). This low

figure may also reflect the fact that modelers may support

just a few targets within one or two therapeutic areas or that

an early-career modeler just has not yet had the opportunity

to re-use a model. Alternatively, this survey result may

reflect the belief from other QSP modelers that models

should be fit for purpose and that for each new purpose, a

new model may be needed.

Discussion

The aim of this survey was to evaluate the current state-of-

the-art for QSP model assessment. As experienced practi-

tioners of QSP modeling who wish to see continued and

broadening adoption of QSP, we offer some interpretation

of the results along with recommendations to advance the

discipline.

The survey results emphasize that QSP modeling is

currently used predominantly in discovery, preclinical, and

early clinical development stages, with relatively fewer

interactions with commercial, late stage (Phase 3) clinical

development, and regulatory agencies. We surmise that this

is because the framework of QSP models is based on

knowledge of physiology encoded in the equation forms,

rather than empirical considerations. The data used to

construct QSP models are often heterogeneous and small in

scale, but QSP models provide a means to put the data

together in a meaningful and cohesive manner. As such,

QSP models are quite relevant in the low-data scenarios

early in drug development where hypotheses need to be

generated and predictions made by extrapolation; in con-

trast to empirical models that are better suited for inter-

polation when data are available later in development.

During earlier stages of drug development, QSP modeling

can identify knowledge gaps and guide what data is nec-

essary to fill those gaps so that as the drug development

programs progress to later stages, the appropriate data are

Fig. 5 Selected findings for the Robustness part of the survey.

(a) Q51: For each stage, what methods do you use to ensure your

model is robust? (b) Q52: How often do you evaluate model

robustness using these criteria? (c) Q53: Do you focus on the model

being able to describe the central tendency of the dynamics in

question or the variability as well? (d) Q56: How do you assess

parameter uncertainty? (e) Q57: How often have you repurposed a

model outside its initial area of focus? Cent. tend. = central tendency,

var. = variability, MOA = mechanism of action. ‘% Responses’

indicates the % of responses for that particular question, since not

all questions were answered by all respondents
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generated to inform decisions. Thus, while models may not

directly inform decisions in later stages of drug develop-

ment, they may inform what data is generated to enable

late-stage decision making.

The above observations are consistent with the survey

result that QSP models are still primarily used to facilitate

internal decision making in the pharmaceutical industry.

The use of QSP modeling to support regulatory interactions

appears to be infrequent and is in line with a recent sci-

entific exchange between the FDA and pharmaceutical

industry where the presented case studies primarily focused

on QSP models used for internal decision making [3]. This

lack of industry-reported use of QSP to support regulatory

submissions, however, appears to be at odds with a recent

FDA report, which showed a dramatically increasing

occurrence of QSP in submissions across therapeutic areas

[5]. The reasons for this discrepancy are not clear, but

could be a question of semantics: no standard exists for

how many biological mechanisms a model should contain

in order to be labeled QSP; thus, the FDA may have

classified more models as QSP than those taking this sur-

vey. Alternatively, it could reflect the background of the

survey takers, who may use large-scale disease platform

models more, which are inherently more difficult to eval-

uate and thus less likely to be included in regulatory sub-

missions. Regardless of the reasons behind this apparent

discrepancy, it is clear that, at the individual level,

responders rarely contributed to regulatory submissions

even if QSP is growing as a partial component of sub-

missions. This might reflect the high attrition rate of pro-

grams (and hence the QSP work supporting them) and/or a

skew to investment in QSP applications for preclinical and

early clinical development. Regardless, even with the

reported increase to 60 instances of QSP in submissions in

2020 [5], an opportunity clearly exists as we estimate that

this represents about 4% of annual IND submissions,

assuming that there are approximately 1500 IND submis-

sions per year [23].

Model assessment, while performed, appears to be quite

variable in implementation. The uneven approach to assess

QSP models is perhaps not surprising given the diverse

training backgrounds of QSP modelers. While the chosen

methods appear to be sufficient for their current use, higher

and more uniform standards of model assessment will be

necessary to further build confidence in QSP among non-

modeler stakeholders and regulators. We emphasize that

we are not calling for adoption of such standards as an

absolute requirement across the development pipeline, as

there will not be a single approach that fits all applications.

For example, some models are fit for purpose with a narrow

scope to answer a particular question. Platform models, by

contrast, are aimed at multiple programs to generate

hypotheses that make sense of difficult to explain data.

Given their differing goals and complexities, the methods

used for model assessment and corresponding standards

should also differ, requiring a flexible approach [10]. As

more examples of QSP model assessment arise in the

public domain, we expect that context-dependent standards

will naturally evolve.

Looking across all segments of model assessment, sev-

eral themes emerged from the survey results that provide a

glimpse for how the QSP community can maximize the

uptake and the impact of QSP modeling activities. Rela-

tively few QSP practitioners were identified as having an

educational background in statistics as reported in this and

in the previous QSP-focused survey [2]. Earlier collabo-

ration with statisticians during QSP model planning,

development, and validation could be beneficial for com-

municating with stakeholders. Project teams typically

include statisticians who, as a discipline, are not familiar

with QSP. Better communication with statistics colleagues

would enable a unified approach towards model-informed

drug development, ensuring that appropriate modeling

methods are applied and that simulations are consistently

interpreted. An opportunity exists for statistical consider-

ations to be applied more robustly as the QSP community

moves towards standardized approaches for constructing

and evaluating virtual patient populations. As an example,

incorporation of placebo response in QSP models has

benefitted from statistical approaches [24].

Documentation of QSP models was revealed to be a

surprisingly simplistic and informal process by the survey,

with many practitioners using separate spreadsheets and

PowerPoint presentations, despite recent publications sug-

gesting the need for standardized approaches to model

reporting [25]. More-consistent reporting methods would

be beneficial to facilitate model assessment and build

confidence in the model for internal and regulatory pur-

poses. Documentation of model credibility using a risk-

informed credibility assessment framework derived from

the ASME V&V40 has been proposed for PBPK [26] and

the FDA has requested that a model risk assessment be

applied towards all submissions to the MIDD pilot program

[4], regardless of modeling approach. Such a framework is

amenable to QSP models and could enable better com-

munication amongst multidisciplinary stakeholders, both

technical and non-technical, by facilitating efficient

preparation of documentation and consistent review.

Reproducibility of published work is a crucial consid-

eration within the pharmaceutical industry and could be

important towards establishing standard models for various

therapeutic areas. While the benefits of an ‘open science’

approach are debated [27], if QSP models are to be used in

support of regulatory interactions then published, peer-re-

viewed, versions could be highly beneficial to facilitating

those interactions (allowing independent detailed review of
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model components at a level beyond that which is practical

in direct interactions). Tools or structures must be devel-

oped to allow for more complete sharing of information

used to create all QSP models, in order to increase repro-

ducibility and confidence in these published models. At the

very least we propose authors explicitly state, generically,

what has been left out of the publication (and why) and

what components readers would need in order to continue

developing the model (for example, ‘calibrate against

in vivo model ? compound’). If a full model cannot be

shared publicly, it could be helpful to explore whether it is

possible for reviewers to assess a manuscript confiden-

tially. Simply put, in our view, a QSP publication where

reviewers cannot review and run the model code is not a

peer-reviewed paper. While we question the general utility

of publishing non-reproducible work, at the very least the

integrity of the peer review process should be prioritized.

We propose that QSP model assessment must be flexible

depending on the nature of the question asked and the

context. A risk-based framework for verification and vali-

dation, as described previously [26], can be applied

although the details need to be carefully considered given

that few QSP projects are alike. Other such frameworks do

exist in the literature [9, 28–30],, and should be considered.

While we are hesitant to prescribe a specific framework,

modelers are encouraged to adopt one to better communi-

cate model risk and uncertainty, enabling both technical

and non-technical stakeholders to interpret simulation

results appropriately. Aligning on assessment criteria for a

key QSP application like dose selection may provide a

starting point from which standard practices may emerge.

This could in turn help regulators formulate guidance for

application of QSP towards regulatory submissions and

ultimately encourage greater use of QSP models in later

stage clinical development to inform decisions not easily

addressed by empirical methods.
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